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PERSEVERANCE and PLANNING

PLC’s Professional Learning Communities
Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) are comprised of departments, i.e. 7th grade math, 8th 
grade English Language Arts (ELAR,) coaches, fine arts, etc. Teams meet weekly to discuss data, student 
performance, lesson planning, curriculum design, assessments, and how to support our English Language 
Learners (ELL). 

Leadership Meetings
Leadership meetings are held monthly and attended by team leads of departments, grade level leads, 
department chairs, assistant principals, counselors, and special education leads. The principal provides 
an agenda for the attendees, and he communicates important information to be shared with teams. In 
addition, the principal leads an open discussion about upcoming events, professional development 
opportunities, and any innovative plans or ideas to be implemented. Leader’s thoughts and opinions are 
welcomed and encouraged.

Data
Data is an integral part of each facet of our school’s operation. Data drives instruction, remediation, 
student placement, and goal setting for students. During Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 
meetings, teachers analyze quarter assessments and summative tests to determine how to address 
strengths and weaknesses for all students and reporting categories (i.e. our low socioeconomic, ELL 
(English Language Learners) and minorities). Teachers collaborate with one another and employ creative 
methods, such as teachers switching classes. 

Community In Schools CIS
The Community Liaison responsibilities include assisting students who are considered at-risk or come 
from low socio-economic status. The program receives donations from the community such as school 
supplies, clothing, shoes, and food. The program works closely with the Child Advocate at the Samaritan 
Inn to assist those students who are homeless and attend Scott Johnson. The liaison provides assistance to 
families with agencies such as Community Lifeline, health care resources, support counseling services, 
and housing resources. 

REACH Mentoring
The REACH mentoring program in McKinney ISD is one of the largest mentoring groups in Texas with 
almost 400 mentors from the community that serve our students. Scott Johnson has about 30 of these 
mentors who come in once a week to meet with students. This year at Johnson we have implemented 
group mentoring for boys and girls. We also have a Boys to Men group that is lead by the Boys & Girls 
Club of Collin County with five 6th grade boys.



RESPECT and RELATIONSHIPS

Early Recruiting
At SJMS it is important to live out our core character values, which are celebrated even before students 
set foot on our campus. Tiger P.R.I.D.E. stands for perseverance, respect, integrity, determination, and 
excellence, and is boldly proclaimed on our walls, during our gatherings, and in our actions. Each year 
administrators and other campus leaders take time in the spring semester to visit our incoming 6th 
graders at their home elementary campuses, and excitedly “recruit them” to become Tigers. In addition 
to these visits, SJMS opens its doors on the first day of summer vacation for “Cub Camp,” an event that 
alleviates fears and builds excitement for incoming 6th graders. Students spend half a day touring the 
campus and celebrating with a hotdog cookout. 

Awards
When students are “caught” performing positive acts that demonstrate Tiger P.R.I.D.E., they receive 
a Tiger ticket to be placed in a weekly drawing for prizes. Each week winning students’ names are 
announced and positive behavior is publicly celebrated. When larger acts of Tiger P.R.I.D.E. are 
demonstrated, students may be awarded a Tiger P.R.I.D.E. bracelet. These bands serve as badges of 
honor, and have the Tiger P.R.I.D.E. motto embossed on them for emphasis.

The highest honor that a student can receive is to be selected for Tiger P.R.I.D.E. awards. Awards are 
bestowed once a quarter upon students who have been selected by their teachers as embodiments of the 
celebrated character values. The entire grade level is called to a Tiger P.R.I.D.E. Assembly, where parents 
and community members are also invited to publicly celebrate positive students.

Student/Teacher of the Month
There are several opportunities for students to be selected as outstanding students of the month. Band, 
Orchestra, Art, Drama, Athletics, AVID, and core content classes each have student selections for monthly 
recognition. 

The campus AVID program also supports a Teacher of the Month program to celebrate outstanding 
teachers as selected by students. 

Tiger Pals
SJMS believes in supporting one another for success. This is embodied in our Teen Leadership, and Tiger 
PALS programs. Each of these programs is designed to pair trained students or faculty members with 
students in need of additional support.



INTEGRITY and INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

Science Camp
Science camp is offered to eighth grade students who have not mastered TEKS or have low confidence.  
The entire science department volunteers their time to teach and plan innovative lessons to reach our 
students. The students come after school for the six weeks prior to our state assessment. Students earn 
prizes for attendance, skill improvement and participation.

Writing Camp
Writing camp is designed to motivate, build confidence, and review writing skills for students. The 7th 
grade Language Arts team identifies students that need extra help mastering the writing TEKS. The camps 
purpose is to reach these students by creating engaging lessons that meet the needs for all learning 
styles. During the camp, students will rotate through stations and earn tickets from the teachers for 
actively participating. Teachers and students will gather in the library for pizza, prizes, and debrief about 
what they learned. This is an exciting night for the students and teachers. 

Academic Refocus
The Instructional Specialist meet with students failing one or more of their core classes and devise a plan 
to get the work completed and returned to the teacher. If a student is failing and has multiple zeroes, they 
are assigned Thursday Night Live TNL. Thursday Night Live gives students the opportunity to complete 
work that is missing.



DETERMINATION and DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

AVID Demonstration School
Scott Johnson Middle School became an AVID Demonstration School in 2012. Our AVID program is a 
school wide program that promotes the AVID strategies in every classroom. All students are required to 
not only have a planner, but our students are expected to use the planner. SJMS students are required to 
have a binder set up just like the AVID binders. We even have monthly binder checks through the core 
classes. This shows our students that everyone at SJMS supports their academic success through these 
organizational strategies. Along with planners and binders, Cornell note taking is an everyday practice 
in all of our classes. AVID training is offered to our teachers through summer institute, professional 
development, and faculty meetings.

AVID students are well- known on our campus because of the leadership qualities they exhibit in and 
out of the classroom. AVID students are enrolled in PreAP classes because rigor is the backbone of our 
program. AVID students participate in UIL events, Poetry Slam, and Multicultural celebrations. Our AVID 
students are athletes, band members, choir members, orchestra members, and Student Council officers. 
Wherever something positive is happening, you know AVID is there.

AVID also focuses on college readiness and awareness. We research various colleges to learn about 
the acceptance requirements and majors they offer. We research scholarships, so that our students will 
be well informed and prepared by the time they are ready to apply. Weekly grades are checked and 
GPA’s are calculated. AVID students attend college tours and host college weeks. This year we are even 
planning our very own College/Career Fair. The AVID program and AVID students promote a positive 
culture and environment for our school and community. 



EXCELLENCE and ENGAGEMENT

Excellence and Engagement
At SJMS, teachers have many opportunities to incorporate technology into innovative lessons that promote 
student engagement. Some of our favorite technology integration tools and strategies are NearPod, All in 
Learning and the Flipped classroom model.

Nearpod
Nearpod allows teachers to create interactive multi-media presentations which can be accessed from 
a variety devices. Student responses show immediately on the teacher device and allow for real-time 
feedback from all users.

Edmodo
Edmodo is an online website that mimics Facebook, but instead of social media, it simulates an online 
classroom. Students choose usernames and passwords and are given a code to enter a teacher’s class. 
The teacher can post assignments, worksheets, quizzes, and links for students to use. 

All In Learning
All In Learning is a program that includes online tools as well as an app for iPad/iPhone. Teachers 
create lessons or assessments online, then use the app to quickly grade students’ responses. Formative 
assessment is quick; feedback is immediate. This data is used to drive instruction.

Flipped Classroom
The “Flipped Classroom” model is used to allow the teacher more time to perform small-group 
instruction and be more of a “coach” than a lecturer. Students are assigned a video to watch at home 
before coming to class. The student takes notes, responds or writes questions about the video, then comes 
to class where the student would apply what he/she has learned or asks questions of the teacher. 

Instead of doing a worksheet at home and struggling alone or not completing the assignment, the student 
completes the “traditional” homework in the classroom with the teacher to monitor and assist with 
completion of the work, as needed.


